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Introduction. Results. Let k be a field and u(x), w,(x) elements of the

polynomial ring k[x]. We shall call u(x) =Ui(u2(x)) a composite of Mi(x) and

u2(x), and shall call «i(x) an outer component, u2(x) an inner component of u(x).

An identity

u(x) = ui(u2( ■ ■ ■ (ur(x)) ■ ■ ■ ))

will be called a decomposition of u(x). In the case where k has characteristic

zero, the problem of finding all relations among the different decompositions

of a given w(x) has been solved by J. F. Ritt [7], H. T. Engstrom [2], and

H. Levi [5]. When k has characteristic p this problem has been solved only

for the special case of additive polynomials (a.p.)—i.e., the polynomials

/(*)= Ya<x"" characterized by the identity f(x+y)=f(x)+f(y). O. Ore [6]

worked out the general theory of these polynomials, the decomposition theory

of which is contained in his result that the set of all a.p. over k forms a non-

commutative left and right principal ideal ring under the operations of addi-

tion and composition. One of us has found further results on a.p. [8] for fields

k satisfying one or more of the following axioms, which are also required for

a few of our present results:

Axiom 1. k has characteristic p.

Axiom 2. k has no inseparable extension.

Axiom 3. For each positive integer n, k has in any algebraic closure at

most one extension of degree n; and it has exactly one extension for n = p.

These axioms are a weakened form of those describing the residue class

fields in generalized local class field theory [9]; the results of [8], and of §1 of

this paper, are the main tools in proving a new existence theorem in that

theory; for this theorem see [10] or [11 ].

In the present paper we determine, for given Ui(x)Gk[x], all decomposi-

tions of the forms

Ui(x) = fi(u2(x)), ui(x) = fi(u2(x)) +/2(x),

«i(x) = u2(fi(x)),        «i(x) = u2(fi(x)) + f2(x),

(i) «i(*) = /iM/2(x))) + /,(*)

where the u2(x) are arbitrary polynomials and the/<(x) are a.p. We show that

each tti(x)£fc[x] has a maximal decomposition of each of these five types, of
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which all other decompositions of the same type are consequences. We also

show that in general there is no maximal decomposition of the type Ux(x)

=fi(u2(f2(x))),fi(x) a.p. The proofs in the cases of inner additive components

(Theorems 5 and 6) are easy and involve only study of the set of zeros of

Ux(x). Those for outer additive components (Theorems 2, 3, 4) are harder

and require use of the ring S of all linear transformations S of A [x] into itself

defined by equations of the form

S<t>(x) = Z <p(hr(x))
V

where <p(x) is a generic element of A[x] and (A„(x) j a finite sequence of ele-

ments of k[x]. Our results on S (Theorem 1 and its corollaries) may be sum-

marized by saying that under a natural topology on the endomorphism ring

of A [x] the elements of S are everywhere dense in the commutator of the ring

of endomorphisms induced by the a.p. (Corollary 1.1). This is the result

needed for local class field theory. Theorem 7, concerned with the two-sided

decomposition (1), is a consequence of the theorems that precede it.

1. A ring of linear transformations of k[x]. Let A be a field and consider

a polynomial <p(x) over k. For every positive integer n let (m) = {1, 2, • • ■ , n}

and define

(2) <pM(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn) =    £    (-I)WZA

where #5 is the cardinal number of 5 and the sum over the empty set of

indices is zero.

Proposition 1. For all n and all i such that l^i^n

4>[n+l](*l>     '   -   -   >   *n+l)   =   <t>[n](Xx,   ■   ■   ■   ,  Xi,   ■   ■   ■   ,   Xn+x)

(3) + <Pln](Xx,   ■   ■   •   ,  Xi+1,   ■   ■   ■   ,   *n+l)

—  <p[n)(Xx,   •■•,(*»•+   *,+ l),   •   '   •   ,   Xn+x),

where Xi indicates the argument x< has been omitted.

Proof. The proposition is proved by using (2) and associating those terms

of the sums on the right that are indexed by subsets of {1, • • • , m + 1 } con-

taining i but not t + 1, those by subsets which contain i-\-l but not i, those by

subsets containing both i and t+1, and those indexed by subsets containing

neither i nor *+l. Note: The transformation (3) seems first to have been

used by Artin [l] and Kaplansky [4]; the latter applied it to noncommuta-

tive polynomials.

Proposition 2. For every polynomial <p(x), 0[nl(x1, • • • , xn) =0 when any

of the x{ is set equal to zero.
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Proof. <p[i](xi) = —<p(xi)+fp(0), so the proposition holds for w = l. It fol-

lows for all n by induction and Proposition 1.

Proposition 3. Let k have characteristic p and let <p(x)=xn. Denote by

s = s(n) the sum of the digits of n written to the base p. Then

(4)   tf>[,](Xi,  ■ • •  , X,)   = CH Y *1 •••*.">   P(i)   = P   '   i        Cn 7* 0,
P(l)+ •••+P(«)=B

(5) </>m(*i, • ■ • , xt) = 0, t> s,

and for l^i^s

,,. 4>[»](*1> • • '  , Xi + x'i, ■ • ■ , X.)  = <£[s](xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xi, ■ ■ ■ , x,)
(6)

+ <£m(*i. • • • . *'. • ■ • , *«)•

Proof. By Proposition 2, the only possible nonzero terms of <p[S] are those

which contain all the arguments X\, • • • , x„. Hence by (2) and the multi-

nomial theorem

(7) 4>m(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xs) = ( — 1)' Y -xi • • ' *«'.
ti! ■ • • is\

where the sum is taken over all sets of positive integers ii ■ • • i, with

ii+ ■ ■ ■ +is = n. Now it is well known [3, p. Ill ] that ml is exactly divisible

by p raised to the power (m — s(m))/(p — l), so the coefficient of a term of

(7) is exactly divisible by p raised to the power

(n-s-Y (i, - s(i,))/(p - 1) = ( ± *&) ~ 1)/(P ~ 1).

which is a positive integer unless s(ir) =1 for each v, i.e., unless each i, is a

power of p, in which case the i, are uniquely determined up to order. Hence

all nonzero terms of (7) have the same coefficient and are of the form asserted.

Proposition 1 (with i = s) and (6) imply (5); (6) is obvious from (4).

We call a polynomial that has the property (6) multiadditive for the field

k. Proposition 3 shows that for any polynomial <p(x) over a field k with char-

acteristic p there is a unique integer 5 such that <£[„](xi, • • • , x.) is multiaddi-

tive. We call a term

(8) m(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn) = axi      ■ ■ ■ xn     ,        P(i) = p     , a G k,

a multiadditive monomial (m.a.m.) in Xi, • • • , xBover&. If {8a},i = l, • • • ,q,

j=l, ■ • • , n, are elements of k then the equation

9

(9) L(m(xu ■ ■ ■ , xn)) = Y ni(8uixi, ■ ■ ■ ,ft,„x„)
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defines a function L on the set of all m.a.m. (in x\, • • • , x„) into itself. Call

such functions 2-functions. If m—>L,(wi) are 2-functions, then their com-

posite, i.e. the mapping m—*Lx(L2(m)), is again a 2-function. A set of m.a.m.

shall be called independent if none of them is equal to a constant times a ^'th

power of another.

Proposition 4. If k is an infinite field with characteristic p and has no

inseparable extensions, if {»»,•}, t=l, • • • , r, is an independent set of m.a.m.

inxx, ■ • ■ , xn over k andaEk, then there is a 2-function L such that L(mx) = amx

and L(mi) = 0 for i^l.

Proof. If m is given by (8) and L by (9), then L(m) =\m, where

x = £(n*£('))e*.
H=l    \ *-l /

If

(10) m' = Bmp,        P = p>, B E k,

then L(m') =\pm'. This shows: (a) If {mi} is an independent set of m.a.m.,

then the set of nonzero m.a.m. in {L(mi)} is also independent; and (b) in

proving Proposition 4 we may without loss of generality replace a given inde-

pendent set {m^ by a set {ml } where the ml are related to the w, by trans-

formations of form (10). From (a) and the fact that the composite of two

2-functions is again a 2-function it is easy to see that our proposition will fol-

low if we show: (c) If mx and m2 are independent m.a.m., then there is a 2-

function L with L(mx) =amx, L(m2) =0.

Case 1. m = 1. Then no two m.a.m. are independent and our proposition is

trivial.

Case 2. n = 2. By (b) we may assume

P   Q PR
nix = *i *2,       m2 = Xi x2,

where P, Q, R are powers of p and Q^R. Since A has infinitely many elements

it contains a 8 such that

BR - BQ = y ?* 0.

Let

L(m(xx, x^) = m(y~15BRxx, xi) + (p - l)m(y-15xl, Bpx2),

where 8p = a; then (c) holds for this L.

Case 3. n>2. Assume that (c) has been shown 'for all n'<n, and suppose

P    P(2) P(n) P   Q(2) <J(n)
Mil  =   *1 *2 •   •   •   *n        , m2  =   Xx X2 •   •   •   X„

Let
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* P(2) P(n) * Q(2) 0(n)
Ml   =   *2        • • ■  *n       , m2  = X2       • • ■  X„   .

If w* and m* are independent, then by our assumption there is an L* with

L*(mx*) =amx*, L*(m*) =0 and (c) follows easily for mt and m2. If w* and m2*

and not independent then

p    * o p,   * s
«i = Xi (m )  ,        «2 = Xi (m )

for some m.a.m. m* in x2, • • • , x„ and (c) follows by an argument similar to

that used in Case 2.

Let S be the set of all mappings

(11) S: S(<p(x)) = Z *(h,(x))

of A[x] into itself, each S£S being defined by a finite sequence {A„(x)} of

polynomials A„(x) GA [x]. It is easy to see that S is a ring under the operations

of addition, subtraction, and composition. ( — 5 is the operator obtained by

repeating the sum on the right of (11) p — 1 times because A has characteristic

p. For characteristic 0 we could get a similar ring by taking S to be the ring

of all S defined by a sequence {A„(x)} and a sequence ey= +1 with Sqt(x)

= ~52,^4>(K(x)).) The elements SES are A-linear transformations of A[x]+,

considered as vector space over A; indeed they have by (11) the somewhat

stronger property that for every <p(x)Ek[x], every a.p. f(x), every SES

(12) Sf(4>(x)) = f(S<p(x)).

Let L be the subring of S consisting of all mappings L with

(13) L<b(x) = X) <t>(oi,x + Bi), av, 8, E k,

and H the subring of all mappings H with

(14) H<t>(x) = X) 4>(y,x), y, E k.

It is easily verified that they are rings under +, —, and composition and

that HE LES.

Theorem 1. Let A be as in Proposition 4 and let T be a finite set of integers

prime to p. Then (A) for each nET there is an HnEH with

(15) 27„x' = 0   for    t E T - {n},        Hnx" = x",

and (B) there is an L„EL with

(16) Lnx' = 0   for    t E T - {n},        Lnxn = x.

Proof. Assume (A) for all sets with fewer than #7" elements since it is obvi-

ous for sets with but one. Let a be an element of T with s(a) maximal (s(a)
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as in Proposition 3), let s = s(a), let <pt(x)=x* for each tGT, and consider

the polynomials <ptu\(xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x,) for all tGT. Each of these polynomials

is either identically zero or of the form (4). The set of all the m.a.m. which

occur in any of the nonzero <pt{i](xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x,) for tGT is independent be-

cause each such term is of total degree t which is prime to p, hence can't be a

p'th power of another term; this same fact shows that any given m.a.m. can't

appear in the right side of (4) for more than one t. Let tmo = Xip(1,x2P(2) • • • x,P(,)

be one term of <£„[»](*i, • • • , x8) with T'(l) = 1; since a is prime to p we may

assume this. (It is needed only for proof of (B).) By Proposition 4 there is a

sequence {j3\.}, B\iGk, i = l ■ ■ ■ s, X on some finite set, with

(0      when    q>(x) = x, t G T - {a},
(17) Y </>[.](fta*i, 18x2X2, • • • /8x8x„) =  <

\ l«(   when    <b(x) = x°.

Set Xi = x2= • • • =x, = x and we find, using (2),

2,       (-l)*s<b[ Y8^x) = <
x.scti...,) VGs      /        \x*   when   <p(x) = xa.

The mapping of polynomials 0(x)into the left side of this equation is an ele-

ment of H which satisfies (15) for n = a. Call it 77a. Let 77* be the mapping

H*<p(x) =4>(x) -H4>(x); 77* takes x° into 0, x' into itself for all tGT- {a}

and H*GH. By the induction assumption there exists for each nGT— {a}

an 77B' satisfying (15) on T- {a}. Then 77„=77„'77* satisfies (15) on T.

To prove (B) proceed in exactly the same way through (17) and this time

letx! = x, x2= ••• =x, = l. Then (17) gives iax' = 0 for tGT— {a}, Laxa = x

for an LaGL. We may assume (B) true for all sets with less than #r elements,

hence may assume that for each nGT— {a} there is an LI satisfying (16) on

T- {a}. Then Ln = Ln'H* (for 77* as before) satisfies (16) on T.

Corollary 1.1. Let u(x)Gk[x], w(0)=0: Then A. If w(x)?*0 there is an

LGL with Lu(x) a nonzero a.p. B. There is an HGH with Hu(x) an a.p.

(perhaps unavoidably 0) and Hx = x.

Proof. Write each exponent in a nonzero term of u(x) in the form rp"

where r is prime to p. Collecting terms with the same r gives

(18) u(x) = Yfr(x')

where T is a finite set of positive integers prime to p and fT(y) is an a.p. for

each tGT. Clearly we may if we wish assume that IGT, taking/i(y) = 0 if

necessary, and we shall do this.

If w(x)^0 then /B(x)^0 for some nGT. Let L=Ln satisfy (16). Then

Lu(x)= 2^r£rT,/T(*T) = ]CtG7/t(7-xt) =/„(x). This proves A. To prove B, let

77" be the operator defined by (15) with n = 1 and use a similar argument.
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If one topologizes the ring of all linear transformations of A [x]+ into itself

by taking as neighborhoods of 0 the sets of transformations which are 0 on

some finite-dimensional subspace it is easy to show:

Corollary 1.2. Sis everywhere dense in the ring E' of all linear transforma-

tions of k [x]+ into itself which commute with the linear transformations induced

by the a.p.

2. Outer additive components of arbitrary polynomials. The following is

easily verified.

Proposition S: If g(x), d(x) are a.p. over A and

g(x) = d(w(x))

for w(x)Ek[x\, then w(x) =A(x)+y where h(x) is an a.p. and d(y) =0, so that

g(x) = d(h(x)).

If f(x), g(x), and A(x) are a.p. and/(x) =g(A(x)), we shall call/(x) an inner

composite of g(x) and an outer composite of A(x). In the ring of a.p. under addi-

tion and composition, inner composite is the exact analogue of "right multi-

ple," and outer composite the exact analogue of "left multiple." In this ring

of a.p., every two a.p. have a least common inner composite (l.c.i. composite)—

the analogue of least common right multiple; a least common outer composite

(l.c.o. composite)—the analogue of least common left multiple; and greatest

common inner and outer components (g.c.i. component and g.c.o. component)

—the analogues of greatest common right and left divisors. For proofs see

[6].
Now let m(x)£A[x], u(Q)=0, write it in the form (18), and let

(19) d(x) = g.c.o. component    {/T(x) | t E T}.

For every u(x), (19) characterizes d(x) up to a transformation d*(x) =d(ax),

aEk.

Theorem 2. Let A be an infinite field of characteristic p with no inseparable

extensions. Let u(x)Ek[x], «(x)^0, and w(0)=0. Then the polynomial d(x)

defined by (19) is also uniquely characterized (up to the transformation already

mentioned) by any one of the following four properties:

Al. d(x) is an a.p. of greatest degree among all a.p. h(x) for which u(x) has a

decomposition

(20) u(x) = h(v(x)),       v(x) E k[x\.

A2. d(x) is a l.c.i. composite of all a.p. h(x) for which u(x) has a decomposi-

tion (20).

BI. d(x) is an a.p. of least degree among all a.p. g(x) which have a represen-
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tation

(21) g(x) = Su(x), SGS.

B2. d(x) is a g.c.o. component of all a.p. g(x) which have a representation

(21).
The polynomial d(x) also has the property

C. For all finite algebraic extensions K of k, d(K+) — (u(K+)) = the smallest

additive subgroup containing all values of u(x) over K.

If k satisfies Axiom 3 of the introduction and if the exponents of the nonzero

terms of u(x) are not all divisible by p, then d(x) is a simple a.p. (i.e. has nonzero

coefficient of the power x) and is characterized by the property C.

Proof. It is evident from (19) that u(x)=d(w(x)) for some w(x)Gk[x].

On the other hand, Theorem IB shows that for each tGT there is an LTGS

with LTu(x) =fT(x). If u(x) =h(v(x)) for any a.p. h(x), then/r(x) =LT(h(v(x)))

= h(LTv(x)) so h(x) is an outer component of/T(x) by Proposition 5. So (20)

implies that h(x) is an outer component of d(x). This proves that d(x) is char-

acterized by either of the properties Al and A2.

From Theorem IB and the decomposition theory of a.p. [6; 8] it follows

that d(x) =Su(x) for some SGS; namely d(x) = Y^e.rfr(gr(x)) by [6; 8] and

if G> denote elements of S defined by Gr<p(x) =<p(gr(x)) and 5= ^TerGTLT

then d(x)=Su(x). Since u(x) =d(w(x)), (21) and Proposition 5 imply that

d(x) is outer component of g(x); this shows that d(x) is characterized by

either BI or B2. Finally, u(x)=d(w(x)) implies d(K+)D{u(K+)) and d(x)

= Su(x) implies d(K+)G(u(K+)) for all K; under the extra assumptions

Corollary 8.2 of [8] shows that d(x) is characterized by property C.

Remark. If k is finite it is still true that d(x) satisfies A; to see this embed

k in an infinite field (inseparable algebraic closure of k(t), for example) and

apply Theorem 1. But d(x) may not satisfy B and C; suppose for example

that k = GF(qm), k' = GF(q), let n = (qm-l)/(q-l) and let u(x)=xn. Then

w(£) =Nk/k'^ for every %Gk so (u(k+)) = k'+, while d(x) =x; so B and C are not

satisfied.

Now let T' = T-{l} and

(22) d'(x) = g.c.o. component {fr(x) \ r G T'},

interpreting the g.c.o. component of the empty set to be 0. Clearly d(x) is an

outer component of d'(x).

Theorem 3. For k, u(x) as in Theorem 2, the d'(x) defined by (22) is also

characterized (up to the previously mentioned transformation) by any one of the

following four properties:

Al. d'(x) is an a.p. of maximal degree among all a.p. h'(x) for which u(x)

has a decomposition.

(23) u(x) = h'(v(x)) + l(x),       v(x) G k[x],       l(x) an a.p.
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A2. d'(x) is a l.c.i. composite of all h'(x) satisfying (23).

BI. d'(x) is an a.p. of minimal degree among all a.p. h'(x) which are ex-

pressible in the form

(24) h'(x) = Su(x), where   SES    and   Sx = 0.

B2. d'(x) is a g.c.o. component of all the h'(x) satisfying (24).

Proof. If u(x) is an a.p., then d'(x)=0 and the theorem is trivially true.

Assume w(x) is not an a.p. and express it in form (18). Assume 1ET, taking

/i(x) =0 if necessary. It is evident from (22) that there is a decomposition

(25) u(x) = d'(w(x)) +fx(x),        w(x) E k[x].

By Theorem IB there is for each tGF an LTES with Z,Tx' = 0 for tET and

tj^r (in particular, 2LTx = 0) and LrxT = x. If h'(x) satisfies (23) then LTu(x)

=fr(x) =h'(Lrv(x)). So (23) implies that A'(x) is outer component of fr(x) for

each tET', hence that A'(x) is outer component of d'(x). This verifies char-

acterizations Al and A2.

Now d'(x) is expressible [6; 8] in the form d'(x) = X^Tgr'/r(gr(x)) where

the gr(x) are a.p. Let G> be the elements of S defined by Gjp(x) =<£(gr(*)), and

let S= 2^er'G>2,r, LT as above. Evidently d'(x) =Su(x) and 5x = 0; so d'(x)

has a representation of form (24). If A'(x) is any polynomial satisfying (24)

then (25) gives h'(x)=S(d'(w(x))+fx(x))=d'(Sw(x)) so, by Proposition 5,

d'(x) is outer component of h'(x). This verifies characterizations BI and B2.

Our d'(x) has a deeper characterization which we shall use to derive an

analogue of the C of Theorem 2 and to determine all relations (1). We need

first:

Proposition 6. Let u(x), v(x)Ek[x], u(0)=v(0)—0, and

(26) u(x) = v(e(x)) + h(x)

where e(x) is a simple a.p. and h(x) an a.p. Let u(x) be given by (18), let

v(x) =  X)  gp(xp)
pG.R

be a similar decomposition of v(x), and let du (x) = g.c.o. component {f,(x) \ tET

— {1} } and d„ (x) = g.c.o. component {gp(x) | p £2? — {1} }. Then dj (x) = dv' (x)

(or du (x) =dy (ax)).

Proof. If either u(x) or v(x) is an a.p. they both are, and du' (x) =dv' (x) =0.

Exclude this trivial case. Theorem 3A and (26) give at once that dv' (x) is

outer component of du (*). So by Theorem 3B (applied to u(x)) we see that

it suffices to prove that dv' (x) is expressible in the form Su(x), SES, Sx = 0.

Let e(x) =a0*+aixp+ • - - +amxpOT, a0a™^0. Exclude the trivial case

m = 0. Then
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(27) v(e(x))=Yg,((e(x)y),
pGb

and differs from u(x) only by an a.p. Applying the multinomial theorem to

(e(x))', pGR, we see that T is contained in the set of all integers r such that

p \ r, p"r = vo + vip + ■ ■ ■ + vmpm for some n ^ 0,

(28)
vo + vi+ ■ ■ ■ +vm = p G R-

In particular, if a is the greatest integer in 7?, then (e(x))a contains the term

aa°in~1aoxb where b=(a — l)pm + l. It is easy to see that this b is the largest

integer t satisfying (28), does appear in T, and hence is the largest integer in

T, and that the exponent b does not appear in (e(x))p for p^a. So from (27)

and (26) we see that (18) contains a term/0(x6) = ga(aa'jn-1aoXb). From Theorem

IB it follows that ga(x) =Lu(x) for an LGS with Lx = 0. If G is the element

of Swith G(j>(x) =<p((e(x))°) then u(x)—GLu(x) = 2^pGB*Sp((e(*))p) +an a.p.,

where R* = R— {a}; that is, the sum over 7?* is of form (S*u(x)+an a.p.)

where S*GS and S*x = x. From this and an easy induction we conclude

that all the gP(x), pGR, are expressible in form S„u(x) with 5„£Sand 5px = 0,

hence (see end of proof of Theorem 3) that d/, (x) =Su(x), 5x = 0.

Theorem 4. For u(x), d'(x) as above, d'(x) is also characterized by:

B3. d'(x) is an a.p. of minimum degree in the set of all a.p. h"(x) which

have the property that for every simple a.p. e(x) there is an SGS with

(29) h"(x) = Su(e(x)),        Sx = 0.

B4. d'(x) is the g.c.o. component of the set of h"(x) described in BI.

Also, d'(x) has the property

C. For every finite extension K of k, d'(K+) equals the intersection of all

groups (u(e(K+))) for all a.p. e(x) over K. Under the same extra assumptions

as in Theorem 2, d'(x) is characterized by C.

Proof. Let d'(x) be defined by (22) and let e(x) be any simple a.p. Write

u(e(x))= Y<'Gwgw(x"). By Proposition 6 (applied t,o u(e(x)) and u(x) in-

stead of to u(x) and v(x)), d'(x) is g.c.o. component of the gw(x), coGW— {1},

hence by Theorem 3B, d'(x) is expressible in form Su(e(x)) with SGS, 5x = 0,

and is g.c.o. component of the set of all h"(x) which are so expressible. This

verifies characterizations B3 and B4. For the statement about C, let u(x)

= d'(v(x))+l(x). For properly chosen e(x), d'(x) is outer component of l(e(x)),

hence (u(e(K+)))Gd'(K+); and (29) implies d'(K+) G(u(e(K+))). In C we can

drop the restriction that e(x) be simple, since we assumed kp = k.

3. Inner additive components of arbitrary polynomials. In the following

k is a field and kc an algebraic closure of k. The set of all zeros of a polynomial

in kc will be called the kc-kernel of the polynomial.

Proposition 7. Let u(x) be any nonadditive polynomial over k with w(0) =0,
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degree u(x) =n. The set Su ofTEk'for which

(30) u(x + T) = u(x) + u(T)

forms an additive group and #S„ <n. If the characteristic of kisO, then &„ = {0}.

Proof. Let Tlt r2e@M. Then from (30)

«(x + (Tx + r,)) = u(x + ro + u(r2) = u(x) + «(r,) + «(r2)

= u(x) + «(rx + r2),

i.e., Su is closed under addition. Now

n-l

u(x + y) — u(x) — u(y) = X) pi(y)x{,
i—X

where the pi(y) are polynomials of degree at most m — 1 and are not all zero.

Since <5.u is the set of common zeros of the pi(y), we have #S„ <n. Being closed

and finite, E„ is a group.

Proposition 8. Let £ be a finite subset of kc. If h(x) is a polynomial over kc,

if degree h(x) <#@, and if for all TGS, all a in the Galois group G of kc/k,

h(T°) = (h(Y)Y,

then h(x) has coefficients in A.

Proof. For a EG define

g„(x) = A(x) - h"(x),

where A'(x) is the polynomial whose coefficients are the cr-images of the cor-

responding coefficients of A(x). Then degree g,(x) <#E and £„(£") = {o}, so

g<,(x)=0. Hence for all a EG we have h(x)=h"(x), and the proposition is

proved.

Theorem 5. Let A be afield of characteristic p with no inseparable extensions,

let u(x) be a nonadditive polynomial over k with u(0) = 0, and let e'(x) be a simple

a.p. over k whose k"-kernel is precisely S„ (Proposition 7 and [8, Theorem 2]).

This characterizes e'(x) up to transformation e'*(x)=ae'(x). This e'(x) is also

characterized by

Al. e'(x) is of maximal degree in the set of all simple a.p. g'(x) for which

u(x) has a decomposition

(31) u(x) = v'(g'(x)) + l(x),       l(x) an a.p.,       v'(x) E k[x].

A2. e'(x) is a l.c.o composite of all a.p. g'(x) which satisfy (31).

Proof. Let f = prime field of A. By Proposition 7, S„ is a finite f-modul and

m(x) induces an f-linear transformation of Su onto some finite subgroup of Ac.

Hence [8, Theorem 3], there is a unique simple a.p. A(x) over kc that is either
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zero or has degree less than #<£„ = degree e'(x) with the property u(T) =h(T),

TGSu- It follows by Proposition 8 that h(x) has coefficients in k. Let

w(x) = u(x) — h(x).

From (30) we see that G£w= &u; and

(32) «,(<£.) = {0}.

Let e'(x) be as described in the theorem. Then by (32), w(x) =wi(x)-e'(x),

where wx(x) is a polynomial over k. Suppose we have shown

w(x) = aie'(x) + a2(e'(x))2+ ■ ■ ■ + am_i(/(*))'"~1 + wm(x) ■ (e'(x))m,

where a,£fe and wm(x) is a polynomial over k. We see from the fact e'(x+r)

= e'(x), TGEu, that

0 = w(x + T) - w(x) - w(Y) = (e'(x))m(wm(x + T) - wm(x)),

(33) wm(x + V) - wm(x) = 0

for each r£Su. Setting x = 0 in (33), we find that the polynomial

wm(x) — wm(0)

vanishes on (£u so that

wm(x) = wm(0) + wm+i(x)-e'(x),

where wm+i(x) is a polynomial over k and degree wm+i(x) <degree wm(x).

Hence

w(x) = aie'(x) + ■ ■ ■ +am(e'(x))m + w^.i(x)-(e'(x))m+l,

and the descent in degree shows w(x) =v(e'(x)) for a uniquely determined

polynomial v(x) over k. This proves that g'(x)=e'(x) satisfies (31). Suppose

g'(x) and l(x) are as in (31). (By application of the appropriate "division"

algorithm we can always make (31) into an expression where degree of l(x)

is less than degree of g'(x), although this is of no importance here.) Let &' be

the &c-kernel of g'(x), which is assumed simple. If T'G&, then V satisfies

(30). Hence S'CSu, and by [8, Theorem 5] g'(x) is an inner component of

e'(x), i.e.,
e'(x)=f(g'(x))

for some additive/(x). Theorem 5 follows.

Theorem 6. For k and u(x) as in Theorem 5, let £)„ be the set of all A£^c

with

(34) u(x + A) = u(x).

Let e(x) be a simple a.p. over k whose kernel is exactly 2)u. Then e(x) is also char-

acterized by:
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Al. e(x) is of maximal degree in the set of all simple a.p. g(x) for which u(x)

has a decomposition.

(35) u(x) = v(g(x)),       g(x) an a.p.,       v(x) E k[x\.

A2. e(x) is a l.c.o. composite of all g(x) satisfying (35).

Proof. It is obvious from (30) and (34) that 3)u is the intersection of Su

and the kernel of any a.p. l'(x) for which u(x) =v'(e'(x))+l'(x), so 5)„ is a

finite subgroup of kc+ and the e(x) as described exists [8, Theorem 2]; since it

satisfies an equation l'(x) =l"(e(x)), u(x) —v"(e(x))-\-l"(e(x)) =v(e(x)). If g(x)

satisfies (35) then £)„ contains the kernel of g(x), hence g(x) is inner com-

ponent of e(x).

Remark. Once all simple a.p. satisfying (31) or (35) are known, it is a

trivial matter to determine all a.p.

4. Two-sided decompositions.

Theorem 7. Let A, u(x), d'(x), e'(x) be as in Theorems 3, 4, and 5. Leth(x)

be any a.p. and g(x) any simple a.p. over k. Then u(x) has a decomposition

(36) u(x) = h(v(g(x)))) + l(x)

(for some a.p. l(x) and some v(x)Ek[x]) if and only if h(x) is an outer com-

ponent of d'(x) and g(x) is an inner component of e'(x).

Proof. By Theorem 5, u(x)=vx(e'(x))+h(x). By assumption, d'(x) is de-

fined by (18) and (22) for the polynomial u(x). Let d{(x) be defined in the

same way for the polynomial Vx(x). By Proposition 6 we may assume d'(x)

= d{ (x). By Theorem 3 we find Vx(x) =d'(v(x))+l2(x); so we get

(37) u(x) = d'(v(e'(x))) + l(x),

which proves that our condition on A(x) and g(x) implies that u(x) has a de-

composition (36).

Conversely, if (36) is satisfied, then Theorems 3 and 5 imply that A(x) is

an outer component of d'(x) and g(x) is an inner component of e'(x). Theorem

7 follows.

Remark. Omitting the restriction that g(x) be simple would have required

a tedious but trivial discussion of decompositions

u(x) = <T(xp") o v(x^) o e"(x*x)

(where we use <p(x) o \p(x) to denote (p(^(x))). We have chosen to study (36)

under the restriction that g(x) be simple. We could also have done it under

the restriction that A(x) be simple, with similar results.

We conclude with an example to show that an analogue of Theorem 7

cannot be expected for decompositions

(38) u(x) = g(v(h(x))).
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Let k be any field of characteristic 3, let p(x) =x3 — x, and let u(x) = g>((t?(x))2)

+ p(x) = x3 —x+x18 —x2+x12 —x4. One finds that d(x)=d'(x) = g>(x) and (since

M(x + T) -u(x) -u(T) =p((e(x) + p(T))2- (i?(x))2- (tr(T))2) = »(2»(x)

■ ff(T))), that e(x) =e'(x) = t?(x). The decomposition

u(x) = (*?(*) o x2 o &(x)) + j?(x)

illustrates Theorem 7; but the decompositions u(x) = s?(x) o ((s?(x))2+x) o x

= &>(x) o (x+x2+x6+x4) o x = x o (s?(x2)+x) o g?(x)=x o (x6 —x2+x) O jf>(x),

none of which can be further refined, illustrate the complications that can

arise with decompositions (38). It is easy to see that further examples of a

u(x) with more than one maximal decomposition (38) could be constructed

by choosing the l(x) in (37) properly, and that—in a certain sense—all such

examples arise in this way.
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